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Response surface methodologies receive much attention in the Multidisciplinary 

Optimization (MDO) community.  They provide time-saving low fidelity models for complex 

objective function evaluations and can be used for objective function interpolation when the 

objective function is based on discrete experiments, or data points.  In this work the Group 

Method for Data Handling (GMDH) technique developed by Ivakhnenko will be discussed, 

in particular the multi-layer self-organizing algorithm.  In the multi-layer self-organizing 

concept, very simple polynomial basis functions are used to generate models describing 

highly non-linear multi-variable functions. 

 In this work, multi-layer self-organizing algorithms with different order polynomial 

basis functions will be compared using Schittkowski’s suite of 296 non-linear optimization 

test cases.  This exercise will determine if the accuracy of the multi-layer method can be 

increased by starting with an initially high order basis polynomial instead of relying on the 

method to create the interaction order between two variables on its own.  The performance 

of the multi-layer self-organizing concept using Radial Basis Functions (RBF’s) on the 

Schittkowski’s test problems is also evaluated. 

 Finally, a hybridized multi-layer self-organizing algorithm is presented.  In this 

method, the algorithm can choose the basis functions that locally capture the interaction 

between the variables in the most accurate fashion.  Two hybridized methods will be 

presented.  In the first method, the hybridized algorithm will be able to choose from linear, 

quadratic, cubic and quartic basis polynomials, as needed.  In the second hybridized 

algorithm, the same basis polynomial options from the first hybrid method are given to the 

algorithm plus the capability to choose a simple RBF as a basis function to describe 

interactions among the variables.  These methods will be compared to the single basis 

function response surface models using the same test problems. 

 Furthermore, in kriging, an underlying regression can be performed in order to 

capture simple trends in the model’s data before the actual kriging is performed.  In the 

spirit of this technique, the polynomial only hybrid multi-layer self-organizing algorithm will 

be used to capture complicated trends in the function to be fitted.  Then, an RBF model will 

be used to fit the data to residual errors from the hybridized multi-layer self-organizing 

method.  This approach will be tested using the same set of test problems.  Finally, a 

comparison of all multi-layer self-organizing algorithms will be presented. 

Nomenclature 

a = polynomial coefficient 

c
2
 = RBF normalization factor 

ε = residual 

σ  = standard deviation 

x = problem variable 
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y = response of the actual system or equation being modeled 

ˆ y  = response of a response surface or polynomial 

y  = mean of the responses 

I. Introduction 

n this work a Self-Organizing Response Surface Methodology (SORSM) based on the Group Method of Data 

Handling (GMDH) created by Ivakhnenko
1
.  Madala and Ivakhnenko

2
 later republished this Response Surface 

Method (RSM) technique as “inductive learning algorithms”.  This work evaluates the multi-layer learning 

algorithms when trying to model 296 of the 395 non-linear optimization problems developed by Hock and 

Schittkowski
3
.  The method is evaluated for different order “basis” functions.  Then, a hybridized GMDH method 

called Hybridized SORSM (HYBSORSM) is presented.  In this method, the best among several polynomial “basis” 

functions is selected by the SORSM when creating the nodes of the self-organizing structure.  In one version of the 

SORSM the Radial Basis Function (RBF) from Colaco et al.
4
 is included as a “basis” function in the structure’s 

development.  Finally, an RBF residual fitting routine is added to the polynomial only HYBSORSM algorithm.   

Response surface construction is a very old technique in statistics for constructing a “simple” mathematical 

model to describe the behavior of a system, for which there are only a finite number of empirical observations, of 

said system, for use in making the model
5
.  The method of collecting empirical data, the design of experiment, 

insures sampled data is useful in the construction of significant models and to manage experimental uncertainty
6
.  

The statistics brand of response surface tries to properly describe the behavior of a system in a “local” portion of the 

variable, or design, space.  By focusing on small operating regions of the system, the statistics provides significant 

amount of information concerning uncertainty and sensitivity of the system.  The statistician can then apply hill-

climbing techniques to the models to find minima and maxima in the response of the system, which in turn can be 

used to optimize systems that are man made processes. 

Current engineering Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) applications can require the evaluation of 

multiple finite element analysis models, finite volume models, or multi-physics models for one objective function 

evaluation.  Analysis of this sort can take many days on a single processor commodity microcomputer.  Parallel 

processing “Beowulf” style Linux clusters can be used to alleviate the wait for a single objective function 

evaluation. However, many of the evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithms currently employed, are 

population based.  This means that each generation of search points requires multiple objective function evaluations.  

Acquiring timely solutions on even the largest parallel machines can become difficult. 

Jin et al.
7
 compared the performance of several surrogate-modeling methods on 13 problems from Hock and 

Schittkowski’s
8
 books on non-linear optimization test problems.  The last problem used by Jin et al.

7
 creates a model 

from limited runs of an engineering simulation tool that analyzes vehicle performance.  Using surrogate models as 

low fidelity alternatives to costly high fidelity engineering simulations is the ultimate goal for MDO applications. 

This work is organized in the following manner: First, the inductive learning multilayer algorithm will be 

explained.  This review will also define a few metric used to determine the quality of a surface fit.  Next, the 

HYBSORSM algorithm will be explained including the method where RBF is used to fit the residuals of the initial 

fit.  Seven versions of SORSM will be evaluated against the non-linear test problems published by Hock and 

Schittkowski
3,8
.  Finally the results will be compared and discussed. 

 

II. Self-Organization 

Self-Organizing algorithms come from the field of cybernetics
2
.  The idea is the program “learns” the black box 

model it is trying to mimic and makes the surrogate model only as complex as is required.  By allowing the program 

to gradually complicate the final model, the construction and evaluation time of surrogate model is automatically 

optimized for a given task.  In this work the black box model is the test function being used to evaluate the RSM 

method.   The Self-Organizing algorithm used in this work is the multilayer algorithm. 

In the multilayer algorithm the design variables are permutated, in pairs, to form nodes.  At each node a least 

squares regression is performed using the two variables input to the nodes.  These are variable vectors that are the 

size of the sample population.  So, the output of the node is a vector of the predicted values from the regression 

The polynomial used for the regression is a first order or second order polynomial.  For instance, a second order 

basis polynomial would be: 
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where 

i   = 1, 2, …., k   number of inputs to a given layer 

j   = 1, 2, …., k   number of inputs to a given layer 

k   =   current layer 

n   = node number at the current layer 
j  i ≠  

The output of the node is the vector y of predicted values for the given input.  The output of a node in layer k-1 

becomes the input (provides a xi vector) for layer k. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of a three-layer model. 
 

The notation in equation one is designed to inform the reader that the functions and polynomial coefficients 

pertain to a particular layer and particular node on the layer.  The notation should also give the reader a feel for the 

computational resources needed to create and maintain a multilayer self-organizing model.  

Figure 1 shows a possible multilayer surrogate model for a three variable engineering problem.  In the bottom 

layer (the zero layer) actual design variables x1, x2 and x3 are the nodes in the layer.  These become the x inputs to 

layer 1.  The nodes for layer 1 are created by permuting the input variables and performing least squares fit using 

Equation 1 and the actual response from the actual function (i.e., objective function, engineering simulation, etc.).  

Once layer 1 is completed, layer 2 is created, but now the nodes of layer 1 provide the x’s to make the new nodes 

using Equation 1.  When layer 3 is to be made, the 3rd node of layer 2 is not included.  For now, we will just say that 

the results of that regression were not good enough to be used to make the 3rd layer. Since only two nodes from 

layer 2 were used to make layer three, only one node can be created in layer 3 and the process of making models 

ends there. 
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In the multilayer algorithm, a threshold is set for the maximum acceptable value of Equation 2.  Nodes that are 

within the threshold are passed on to the next layer.  For each new layer the threshold is made smaller.  This serves 

to minimize the number of nodes in each layer to only the information that is needed to improve the network.  This 

trimming of nodes is crucial to keeping the method compact and efficient.  Otherwise, the rate of the growth of 

layers can be very large. The reader is urged to follow the example in Figure 1, by setting the number of input 

variables to 4 and observing the rapid growth in the number of nodes.   

The building of the multilayer network can be terminated in two ways (in practice):  

A) Build a predetermined number of layers and choose a node in the last layer with the best value of Equation 2 

to be the model output, and   
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B) Build layers until all nodes are unable to meet the threshold value. Then, choose the best valued node as the 

output of the model. Once the output node is chosen, the polynomial coefficients “a” in Equation (1) pertaining to all 

the nodes used to create the output node are stored for evaluation of the model (extraction of a predicted value).  

In this work, we evaluate this method using complete linear, quadratic, cubic, and quartic basis polynomials.  

According the theory of this method
2
, there should be little difference in the performance of multi-layer structures 

created with different basis polynomials.  The networks using a linear basis polynomial should be able to match the 

complexity of a quartic basis polynomial network, just by adding enough layers.  As alternative to these basis 

polynomials, the method is also evaluated using Radial Basis Functions (RBFs).  The following function presented 

in Colaco et al.
4
 is used in this work for RBF fits: 

 

(3) 

 

 

The method for performing the regression used by Colaco et al.
4
 is also used to make the regression in a node.  It 

is not restated here for brevity. 

For the least squares regression, a method for solving linear equations (or matrix inversion) is needed.  In this 

work, all systems of equations were solved using the biconjugate gradient method described in Numerical Recipes in 

FORTRAN
9
, regardless of the basis function utilized. 

 

III. Hybrid Self-Organizing Model 

A variation on the multilayer self-organizing is Hybrid Self-Organizing Response Methodology (HYBSORSM) 

presented in this work.  This method models higher order interactions between node inputs by allowing the 

algorithm to choose the order of polynomial basis function that best models the interaction between the two inputs.  

The idea is to save time and memory by lowering the number of layers needed to make a model.  This is the primary 

reason for the development of HYBSORSM. 

Madala and Ivankhnenko
2
 describe the multilayer as making sufficient node layers to fit the order of the 

response needed.  This means a multilayer model using linear basis polynomials would need more layers than a 

multilayer model using a quadratic basis polynomial to model the response of a given system.  The issue is that in 

making the least squares regression for constructing the node, there is an error involved.  The error is attributed to 

the algorithm used to solve a system of equations resulting from the least square regression.  This is the secondary 

issue HYBSORSM tries to address.  By trying to lower the number of layers in the multilayer structure, there are 

fewer regression errors transmitted up the layer tree. 

The process of building a HYBSORSM model is similar to building a multilayer tree.  The differences are in 

constructing a node and in the threshold value for passing forward node data to the next layer.  But, before any more 

description of the method can continue, the two metrics used to measure the quality of a node’s output are defined 

as
7
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The R
2
 measure is used commonly as a goodness of fit measurer

6
.  The larger the calculated value of R

2
, the 

more accurate the fit of the provided input data.  Equation 5 is Relative Average Absolute Error (RAAE).  The 

smaller the value of the calculated RAAE, the more accurate the model is. 

The first step the HYBSORSM algorithm performs when creating a node is to divide the input data into two 

groups.  Group A is initial node construction and Group B is for testing the nodes using Equations 5 and 6. Average 

values for the response of the system are calculated.  The responses are then sorted according to their Z values
10
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The points with lowest Z value are assigned to Group B.  The size of Group B is determined from the schedule in 

Table 1.  Group is used as the yi’s to calculate R
2
 and RAAE for fits at a given node. 

When a node for a HYSORSM model is created, a linear, quadratic, cubic, and quartic fits are performed on the 

node inputs with respect to the Group A responses.  The highest order polynomial basis fit with either the highest R
2
 

or lowest RAAE is selected as the model that supplies output for the node.  Once the order of the polynomial basis is 

chosen, the data is fit again, but with population in Group B added to the data being fit.  This helps to maximize the 

accuracy of the node output.   

Once all the nodes for a layer have been created, the nodes are sorted by RAAE value calculated during node 

creation.  The size of the layer is then trimmed down to an arbitrary size.  The trimming is performed by removing 

the worst RAAE valued nodes first.   For this work, the initial layer size is the variable space size plus 3 and each 

new layer has to be one node less in size than the previous layer.  With the trimming complete, the layer is returned 

to the main routine in the HYBSORSM algorithm. 

 

Table 1. Group B size schedule. 

Group B Size Schedule 

Sample population size less than Group B size 

8 1 

16 2 

24 RoundUp Sample Population Size)( . *0 1  

 

IV. Numerical Experiments 

The relative performance of 7 different variants of the multilayer self-organizing algorithm will be tested.  The 

standard multilayer algorithm using linear, quadratic, cubic, and quartic polynomial basis will be evaluated.  Also, 

the HYBSORSM with and without RBF as a basis will be evaluated.  Finally, a version of HYBSORSM where RBF 

is not in algorithm, but applied to the error (residual) from the HYBSORSM itself: 

 

 

(7) 

 

 

This idea was implemented by Forsberg and Nilson
11
.  They first used a classical response surface method and 

then kriging on the residuals of the initial fit.  They were able to show good results when performing optimization on 

up to 16 variable problems which is understandable as kriging is not suitable for high dimensionality problems. 

In Jin et al.
7
, the metamodels were tested with 13 test problems and 3 different sampling schemes.  Some of the 

test problems are from Hock and Schittkowski
8
 and Schittkowski

3
.  Professor Schittkowski keeps all 395 test 

problems from that text available on his website
13
 along with a FORTRAN program that properly evaluates the 

problems and sets the limits on variables for the user.  In this work the different self-organizing will be used to make 

metamodels of the 296 problems, since only 296 of the 395 test functions are working in the Schittkowski supplied 

software. 

Now that the problems have been defined, a description of the sampling scheme is needed.  Jin et al.
7
 use three 

sampling schemes scarce, small, and large to test how different metamodeling methods behave under different 

learning (sample) set sizes.  Colaco et al.
4
 categorize their sample sizes in a similar manner for the same reasons.  

Table 2 shows the sampling schedule.  This is the sampling schedule that will be used in this work.  The variable N 

denotes the number of variables in the test function. 

 

Table 2. Sampling and Testing Schedule. 

 Number of Training Points Number of Test Points 

Scarce Set 3N 300N 

Small Set 10N 1000N 

Medium Set 50N 5000N 
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In Table 2, the training points refer to the number of samples that will be provided to the self-organizing model 

so it can predict the values of the test points. 

The training and testing points were created using Sobol’s 
12
 quasi random sequence generator.  The values of 

the function variables for the training points are first generated.  Then, without resetting the sequence, the values of 

the function variables at the test points are generated.  Finally, both training and test points are evaluated using 

Schittkowski’s
13
 software.  Then, the two sets are written to two different data files.  So, there are two data files per 

sample size in Table 2, while there are 6 files per test problem.  This data were used to test all 7 variants of self-

organizing method presented in this work. 

 

V. Results 

As stated earlier, multi-layer self-organizing models with different order polynomial basis were run on the 

Schittkowski
13
 non-linear optimization problem suite.  Each type of model was “taught” by sampling the domain of 

the optimization problem, and then the predicted results of the model were compared to the actual responses of the 

problem.  The sampling and test schedule is listed in Table 2. The accuracies and computing times when using 

linear, quadratic, cubic and quartic basis functions are presented in Figures 1-24. 

 

 
Figure 1. Linear basis, scarce data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 2. Linear basis, scarce data, time to fit. 

 

 
Figure 3. Linear basis, small data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 4. Linear basis, small data, time to fit. 
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Figure 5. Linear basis, medium data, model 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 6. Linear basis, medium data, time to fit. 

 

 
Figure 7. Quadratic basis, scarce data, model 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 8. Quadratic basis, scarce data, time to fit. 

 

 
Figure 9. Quadratic basis, small data, model 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 10. Quadratic basis, small data, time to fit. 
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Figure 11.  Quadratic basis, medium data, model 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 12.  Quadratic basis, medium data, time to fit. 

 

 
Figure 13.  Cubic basis, scarce data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 14.  Cubic basis, scarce data, time to fit. 

 

 
Figure 15.  Cubic basis, small data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 16.  Cubic basis, small data, time to fit. 
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Figure 17. Cubic basis, medium data, model 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 18. Cubic basis, medium data, time to fit. 

 

 
Figure 19. Quartic basis, scarce data, model 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 20. Quartic basis, scarce data, time to fit. 

 

 
Figure 21. Quartic basis, small data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 22. Quartic basis, small data, time to fit. 
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Figure 23. Quartic basis, medium data, model 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 24. Quartic basis, medium data, time to fit. 

 

The results will be discussed at the end of the paper, but there are a few trends the reader should note in the 

results presented thus far.  First, the higher the order of the basis function, the better the accuracy of the model.  

Second, the higher the order of the basis function, the more computing time it takes to construct the model.  Third, 

going from cubic basis polynomials to quartic basis polynomial has little, if any, advantages. 

Now, we present data for RBF’s used as the basis in the multi-layer self-organizing model.  Using RBF’s as the 

basis increased the computing time for model making excessively.  Because of this, models utilizing RBF’s were 

only made for problems with 30 or less variables.  The cause of this significant time increase will be discussed later. 

 

 
Figure 25. RBF basis, scarce data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 26.  RBF basis, small data, model accuracy. 

 

From Figures 25 and 26 it is evident that as with other model making techniques, the accuracy improves with the 

number of learning points.  The time for the fits are not included, because the fit times are nowhere near comparable 

to self-organizing models using polynomial basis. 

The hybrid model using only polynomial basis is present in Figures 27-33.  For these results the algorithm was 

able to choose the polynomial basis that best described the variable interaction at a given node. 

This RBF method did not have particularly more accuracy than the cubic and quartic basis self-organizing multi-

layer algorithms.  This method did reduce the percentage of points in the “> 200%” bin.  These types of errors can 

be troublesome for optimization and/or analysis software relying upon the metamodel.  The reduction of large 

magnitude errors is desired. 
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Figure 27.  RBF basis, medium data, model accuracy.  

 

 

 
Figure 28.  Hybrid, scarce data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 29.  Hybrid, scarce data, time to fit. 

 

 

 
Figure 30.  Hybrid, small data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 31.  Hybrid, small data, time to fit. 
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Figure 32.  Hybrid, medium data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 33.  Hybrid, medium data, time to fit. 

 

The hybrid multi-layer self-organizing model was then modified to include RBF’s as one of the possible basis 

for creating a node in a layer.  Unfortunately this modification increased the memory usage of the algorithm to the 

point that it would crash on a Linux workstation with 4 gigabytes of RAM.  Also, the fit times became unreasonable 

as with the self-organizing model using RBF’s only.  So, the HYBSORSM with RBF was limited to 20 variables. 

Even with this limitation, the computing times required for fitting were in the order of days. The variable limitations 

placed on the hybrid self-organizing with RBF gave it no advantages in the accuracy reported.  The method yields 

no better results (Figures 34-36), on average, than hybrid method without RBF, which handled all the problems.   
 

 
Figure 34.  Hybrid with RBF basis, scarce data, 

model accuracy. 

 
Figure 35.  Hybrid with RBF basis, small data, model 

accuracy. 
 

 

 

Figure 36.  Hybrid with RBF basis, medium data, 

model accuracy. 
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Lastly, the results for the hybrid model, polynomial basis only, combined with an RBF fit on the self-organizing 

model residuals are presented. From the corresponding Figures 37-42, it can be concluded that this combination of 

hybrid model and RBF fit of the model residuals provided a more accurate model and lowered the percentage of 

large magnitude errors. 

 

 
Figure 37.  Hybrid with RBF on residuals, scarce 

data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 38.  Hybrid with RBF on residual, scarce 

data, time to fit. 
 

 
Figure 39.  Hybrid with RBF on residual, small data, 

model accuracy. 

 
Figure 40.  Hybrid with RBF on residual, small data, 

time to fit. 
 

 
Figure 41.  Hybrid with RBF on residuals, medium 

data, model accuracy. 

 
Figure 42.  Hybrid with RBF on residuals, medium 

data, time to fit. 
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VI. Discussion 

From the self-organizing multi-layer models it is clear that accuracy of the model increases as the order of the 

model increases, but only to a point.  Theoretically the order of the basis should not have an effect on the accuracy 

of the model.  The only difference the order of the basis polynomial should have is how many layers are needed to 

describe the order of the interactions between the variables.  The authors feel this dependency is created by the 

regression process at each node and numerical errors of the linear equation solver used for the regressions.  A 

numerically perfect linear equation solver should produce equal results for any order polynomial basis used.  Since 

this kind of solver only exists for very well behaved systems, this dependency cannot be ignored for "real world" 

work. 

The hybrid method provided only small improvements in accuracy over the higher order self-organizing multi-

layer models.  The only real improvement was in the lowering of percentage of large magnitude errors in the model.  

However, the hybrid model with RBF fit of the model residuals provided the most accurate model of all the models 

presented. For any method where RBF’s were used within the self-organizing model, the fit times became 

unacceptable.  Future work is needed in improving the hybridized model method to lower the large magnitude errors 

even more. 
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